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RHS SUBMISSION 2B

Members of the enquiry,
The following submission is part 2 of a summation of my personal experience from living in a notforprofit Retirement Village since 2007.
Despite Government Legislation and support agencies I have found myself powerless on multiple issues apart from taking costly legal action in a
court of law, as an aged pensioner I could not afford such an action.
My experiences can be summarised under the following headings and are based on my lived experience in these later years of 2015 and 2016.
They come from my readings of the Retirement Villages Act 1986 together with my contract with the village operator. Legal assistance was
obtained in some contract areas to establish whether my view had a prima facie basis. They are not, nor are they meant to imply an absolute
statement of legal fact on my part.
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Industry Issues Experienced
1. Fact Sheet/Disclosure Statement Versus Contract 
It came to light that since July 1 2014 when the government made amendments to the legislation/regulations (Part 4 Dealings) the village operator had
failed to provide a fact sheet to multiple prospective purchasers, sales were handled by inhouse administration staff. A professional selling agent was
engaged by the village operator to sell units on behalf of the operator but there is evidence that where a fact sheet/disclosure statement was provided they
differed from the contract in at least two material areas.
Two material areas were:
1. Selling fees  Marked Not Payaple in the disclosure statement but a clause in the contract states they are payable.
2. Refurbishment costs on departure  Marked Not Payable in the fact sheet but a clause in the contract states they are payable.
The residents committee brought these matters to the attention of the outgoing CEO in early June 2016 who advised they would be attended to as a
matter of urgency. After a period the residents committee requested a copy of the active documents being handed to propective residents for verification
of any amendments.
The executive assistant to the new CEO replied 
"I passed the resident committee’s request to the CEO who determined that each contract is an individual agreement between St. John’s Village
and the resident concerned at a particular point in time. As each current resident has their own individual contract, the CEO felt that there was
no further need for the committee to have any current documents."
It was subsequently discovered by the committee that the selling agent was still handing out fact sheet/disclosure statements with differing terms and
conditions to the contracts to the favour of the operator.
Although not directly impacted by the issue I lodged (01/08/16) a formal complaint with Consumer Affairs seeking an audit of the relevant
documentation for every purchase transaction since the upgrade (Part 4 Dealings) to consumer protections in July 1 2014. I formed the view
that the village operator wasn't going to readily amend the documents without the intervention of the responsible authority. The capacity or
resolve of Consumer Affairs to treat this matter as a serious issue will be interesting to observe.
Refer Attachment Q1  Page 6 and Attachment Q2  Page 7
Part 4 Section 19

Part 4 Section 20
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Industry Issues Experienced
2. Voting Away Contractural Rights 
Although contracted to do so since at least 2002 the village operator had never established a Major Maintenace Fund, the fund to be in a separate
bank account to the operators accounts.
In the 2015/16 financial year the operator finally established a fund but there was a lack of clarity from the operator as to whether a separate bank
account had been used or whether the funds were being held in the account of the operator contrary to the contract. The operator called a meeting of
residents and proposed that at that meeting residents would be asked to vote on :
1. To establish a separate bank account for the MMF as the Resident Contract states.

OR
2. To maintain one organisational bank account with the Major Maintenance Fund disclosed as a separate component of equity.
The letter to the residents advising of the proposed vote contained the following statement 

Read the full letter here  Attachment R1
A vote such as this must surely be unlawful as the potential was there that for all intents and purposes residents would have voted away both their own
and the contractural rights of other residents. All this at a meeting propagated and facilitated by the retirement village operator. The letter to the
residents implies that the village operator was acting in the interest of the residents, I am not sure any 'reasonable person' would agree.
A resident went to the local press and following the publishing of an article on the issue the operator withdrew the vote and agreed to place
the major maintenance fund monies into a separate bank account.  Refer the press article  Attachment R2
Only time will tell if the full legal rights of the residents have been upheld. This example supports in my view the need for consumer protection in the
area of contracts that is easily accessible to older victorians. If a resident had not gone to the press I have absolutely no doubt based on the nine years
I have lived here that by a simple show of hands a majority of residents attending the meeting would have supported the operator with option 2.
Refer Attachment R1  Page 8 and Attachment R2  Page 9 and Attachment R3  Page 10 and Attachment R4  Page 11
My Contract Clause
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Industry Issues Experienced
3. Charge for Depreciation in Maintenance Fees 
The following matter was mentioned briefly in my submission part 1 but is expanded on here as the matter now contains new aspects important to
bring to the attention of the enquiry. Under the Act (Part 1.(3) Definitions) village operators can only recover the actual cost of 'goods and
services' delivered to the residents.
An amount for 'depreciation' was charged to the residents in the monthly maintenance fees since at least the financial year 20042005. This
amount has totalled upwards to $450,000.00 for this period although the operator has only acknowledged an amount of $300,000.00.
The operator will not offer a cash refund to individual residents but has offered to place a sum of $300,000.00 into a Major Maintenance Fund.
Contracturally the operator had an obligation to create this fund way back in at least 2002 but had always failed to establish it in breach of the
contract of every resident.
The agreement between the operator and the residents under the terms of the contract is that the fund be operated in an individual bank account
separate to the bank accounts of the operator although the operator has wavered on their commitment as to exactly which account this refund of
$300,000.00 will be placed into. (see also issue No.2 above)
I lodged a complaint with Consumer Affairs seeking a cash refund, consumer affairs advised me that the village operator explained the charge for
depreciation as village maintenance which had simply been mislabled. Of course this would have meant that the expense 'depreciation' had been
mislabeled in every maintenance budget and every end of year actual expenditure report for the financial years 200405 right through to 2014
2015. Given that there is evidence that it was charged and that it was intended to be a charge for depreciation and that it was not spent on
maintenance, I do not believe a 'reasonable person' would see that explanation as plausible. For Consumer Affairs to allow the operator to explain
away in a telephone call an erroneous charge totalling at least $300,000.00 as simply mislabeled is symptomatic of the industry at the cost of
consumers.
I have now lodged a claim with VCAT (15/06/16) for a cash refund for my part of the overcharge. This case however highlights a
weakness in the operational processes that despite there being 153 units in the village all with a singularly common issue, VCAT will
only hear each claim for a refund on a claim by claim basis by each individual resident with the payment of the appropriate fee. Many if
not most of the village residents ranging in ages from 60's to 90's would not have the capacity to lodge and/or present their own case to
VCAT.
Refer Attachment S1  Page 12 and Attachment S2  Page 13
e.g. 20092010 Maintenance Fee Budget
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In conclusion.
I feel this committee needs no better examples than the issues presented above to show the need to move quickly to provide greater protections
to older Victorians living in or proposing to live in the retirement living sector. If invited I would be prepared to come to Melbourne and speak to
the committee directly.
The challenge for this committee through the process of government is to equip older victorians with both the knowledge to identify and the
resources to challenge actions such as above.
Thank you for the opportunity to add to my original submission these three important and still active issues .
Les Scobie.
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